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Foreword
Dynamic is a good word for the current regulatory market. As we all can no doubt attest - the
only constant is change. To that end Deloitte is determined to assist you keep at the forefront
of the regulatory changes as they affect banking and inevitably make demands on the
resources, operations and strategic planning in your businesses.
Our inaugural CFO/CRO Agenda is designed to collate the latest regulatory and market
updates, highlight some key areas, including M&A activity, regulation and accounting
updates, and focus on their implications for local and foreign ADIs.
The issues outlined in each of the seven articles in this bi-annual publication are aimed at
identifying the challenges and opportunities in the regulatory space and assisting CFOs and
CROs stay ahead of the trends and regulatory requirements.
If you would like to further explore any of the topics we discuss or would like to provide
questions or feedback, please contact Emma Webster at emwebster@deloitte.com.au on my
behalf.

Jamie Gatt
Leader
Assurance & Advisory - Banking Practice

Emma Webster
Director
Assurance & Advisory - Banking Practice
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Recent M&A across the banking sector
highlights opportunities for growth
Alex Hardge, Director, Financial Services
Over the past year, the level of M&A activity in the
banking sector has increased significantly. Opportunities
across undervalued assets initiated the momentum.
However, the need for scale and the synergistic
opportunities offered across a diverse range of products
and services by Australian banking institutions are now
prominent drivers of capital investment across the sector.
Nevertheless, the significant changes to capital
obligations for Authorised Deposit Institutions (ADIs)
through the implementation of Basel III cannot be
ignored, as our prudential regulator APRA seeks tighter
risk management policies and procedures, and the
imminent Financial System Review all combine to impact
the level of investment, its allocation, and CFO and CRO
confidence in the face of uncertainty across the economy.

Recent transactions in the
banking sector
Despite the potential for growth across the sector
highlighted by recent activity, as some foreign banks exit
and/or reduce their investment in Australia, this may have
a wider impact on competition in the long-term. Some
recent transactions include:
Sale of Lloyds Australian assets to Westpac
The sale of Lloyd’s Australian assets totalling $8.4b due
to Lloyds global strategy to cut costs, shrink Lloyd’s
international network, and refocus on lending in the
British domestic market. On the flip side the acquisition
of the assets by Westpac is its largest since the bank’s
takeover of St George Bank five years ago and will
provide Westpac with further reach and capability across
certain segments, leading to synergy opportunities.
Fitzroy and Carlton Community Credit Co-operative
(FCCC)
In June 2013, the board of FCCC announced its decision
to merge and transfer operations to bankmecu. The
merger highlights the tough conditions faced by small
financial institutions, as a result of domination by the
big four, a challenging regulatory environment, and
an evolving member base. It was widely reported that
the merger also supported bankmecu’s active interest
in promoting financial inclusion and assisting those
customers experiencing financial difficulty.
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Alliance One and Community CPS Group (CPS)
South Australian credit union Alliance One merged with
CPS in July 2013. The combined Group will serve more
than 200,000 members across SA, WA, ACT and NSW,
with assets under management of $4 billion. While
Alliance One represents a small portion of the combined
group with 16,000 members and total assets of $233
million, the combined group will be able to better invest
in providing a wide range of products and services.
BOQ acquires Virgin Money Australia
In April 2013, BOQ acquired Virgin Money Australia
- primarily a credit card and insurance distribution
business. The acquisition is expected to provide BOQ with
exclusive Australian rights to a brand in retail financial
services with a significant consumer base that will further
leverage BOQ product distribution.
CIMB acquisition of RBS Australia’s equity operations
CIMB’s purchase of RBS Australia’s cash equities, equity
capital markets and M&A divisions, was the result of a
strategic move by RBS Australia’s UK head to reduce the
risk on the global balance sheet. The highly regulated
and continuously evolving nature of the trading industry
may result in further consolidation as certain institutions
look to reduce costs and achieve scale.

Key drivers of M&A across the
sector
Regulatory change and reviews
A number of recent regulatory reviews and changes
have increased the need for scale within the industry
and impact credit unions and non-banks in particular.
The recently introduced requirements, regulations and
opportunities include:
• Basel III: Key outcomes include the need to strengthen
capital requirements, expand funding diversity, and
enhance risk management and compliance practices
• Competitive and sustained banking: While disallowing
exit fees may have disadvantaged smaller institutions
across the sector, initiatives are focused on mutual
institutions with adequate capital to become mutual
banks, and asset pools large enough for cost effective
securitisation through covered bonds.

Scale efficiencies
Greater competiveness in the industry along with
increased regulatory pressure on fees, governance and
transparency are all driving the need for economies of
scale to secure:
• Overall reduction in costs and capital investment per
income dollar
• Additional product development capacity and
increased governance budget
• Greater negotiating power with external service
providers.
Strategic
In addition a successful transaction can increase financial
strength, diversify funding sources, enable product suite
and national / geographic expansion, as well as provide
access to new technologies.

The bottom line
In considering acquisition or merger transactions the questions to ask
include:
• What is your institution’s value proposition?
• Can this proposition be improved by way of merging with another party?
• Are the benefits to shareholders/ members derived from a merger likely to be
greater than the associated costs?
• Can your institution be competitive in the long-term?
• Will it be able to compete against larger and possibly more efficient financial
institutions?
• What other alternative structures including joint ventures and strategic
alliances should be considered?
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Leveraging regulatory pressure
to ‘get to strong’
Karin Rathbone, Director, Governance, Risk & Compliance
In 2013, APRA further advanced its regulatory
reform agenda in various areas, including capital,
liquidity, risk management and the supervision of
conglomerate groups.
D-SIBs In December, APRA published its information
paper on the Australian D-SIB (domestic systemically
important banks) framework and higher loss absorbency
capital requirement (referred to as ‘HLA’). D-SIBs will
not be able to reduce their Level 3 Prudential Capital
Requirement through operational separation of their non
APRA regulated entities (i.e. no capital benefit is obtained
as a result of the diversification of the group activities) and
the HLA requirement will be one percent, to be met in
full by Common Equity Tier 1 Capital. APRA expects that
these requirements will be met by January 2016 on the
basis that D-SIBs already have sufficient common equity to
meet the requirement.
Mutual ADIs As mutual ADIs cannot comply with the
stricter Basel III eligibility criteria for non-common equity
regulatory capital, consultation with the mutual sector
is also underway. Some mid-tier and mutual banks
have also noted that the higher capital requirements,
arising because they are not eligible to use advanced
accreditation models, should be reconsidered as part of
the current financial system inquiry.
Liquidity APRA issued its final position on the
implementation of the main elements of the Basel III
liquidity reforms for ADIs on 20 December 2013 (APS
210), which include the liquidity coverage ratio (LCR)
requiring ADIs to hold sufficient high-quality liquid assets
(HQLA). Due to the relative short supply of Australian
Dollar HQLA, the Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA) will
allow ADIs (subject to the LCR requirement) to establish a
secured committed liquidity facility (CLF) sufficient in size
to cover any shortfall between ADI’s holdings of HQLA
and the requirement to hold such assets under APS 210.
ADls are required to demonstrate that they have taken ‘all
reasonable steps’ towards meeting their LCR requirements
through their own balance sheet management, before
relying on the CLF. The results of the 2013 trial exercise
(published by APRA in January 2014) indicate that some
ADIs may have a lot more work to do to satisfy APRA that
they are appropriately managing their liquidity risk. ADIs
will be expected to submit formal CLF applications by
30 May 2014 to determine the size of their CLF that will
apply for the 2015 calendar year.
5

Risk management APRA has released its finalised
Consolidated Prudential Standard 220 - Risk Management
(CPS 220) in January 2014. Coupled with CPS 220 is a
draft prudential practice guide on risk management and
industry response paper that address submissions received
by APRA on the CPS 220 consultation package issued
in May 2013. An amended Consolidated Prudential
Standard 510 - Governance (CPS 510) was also been
released in January 2014 to ensure that governance
requirements related to risk management are aligned
with those in CPS 220. Although many of the proposed
risk management requirements are already underway
across the industry, there are several key requirements for
APRA regulated institutions (being ADIs, life and general
insurers) to consider and action in order to meet the
compliance deadline of 1 January 2015.
Financial Claims Scheme Compliance with the single
customer view (SCV) requirements of the financial claims
scheme was required as at 1 January 2014, unless an
extension of time was sought and obtained from APRA.
Organisations have been working to develop compliant
solutions while awaiting further guidance from APRA on
key scheme elements, such as ‘end-of-day’, treatment
of uncleared funds, and ‘to the extent practicable’ with
respect to SCV data and payment instruction information
which is in addition to the FAQ guidance published by
APRA in January 2014.
During 2013, ASIC progressed with its market conduct reform
agenda, particularly in areas of advice and ‘OTC Derivatives.’
Over-the-Counter Derivative Reforms The first
of the derivatives trade reporting dates commenced in
2013 with all CFTC (US Commodities Futures Trading
Commission) registered swap dealers being required
to report transactions to licensed trade repositories.
Reporting requirements for other financial institutions and
intermediaries in regard to certain transactions commence
in April and October 2014 respectively, with the first
phase of position reporting for CFTC swap dealers also
commencing in October this year.
While the decision by the CFTC in December 2013
around ‘substituted compliance’ is set to ease some
of the anticipated compliance burden on Australian
CFTC registered swap dealers, differing regulatory
requirements across various jurisdictions continue to pose
implementation challenges.

Financial Advice While the FOFA (Future of Financial
Advice) reforms came into full effect on 1 July 2013,
proposed amendments were published for consultation
on 29 January 2014. The proposed changes include the
removal of the ‘opt-in’ requirement for planners, the
amendment of existing grandfathering provisions and
also the proposed amendment of the best interests duty
to allow for the provision of scaled advice. The regulator
continues to be active in its surveillance activities and has
been recently focused on areas such as insurance advice.
With privacy and FATCA deadlines also drawing closer,
project teams are now under pressure to ensure timely
compliance.
From compliance to business advantage While
each new regulation is aimed at achieving global or
domestic policy objectives, the cumulative effect has,
unsurprisingly, resulted in a significant cost burden on
organisations. For these reasons, compliance teams
are under increasing pressure to translate compliance
requirements into business advantage and to leverage
synergies and commonalities across different regulations
so that implementation costs are managed. Identifying
how regulatory change can be used to deliver business
benefits will be particularly important for compliance
teams as the regulatory change agenda looks set to
continue well into the future.

What’s new for 2014?
The focus for the financial services industry in 2014 will be
on meeting key implementation deadlines for Over-TheCounter derivative reforms, FATCA and privacy regulation.
Coupled with this, it can be expected that business units
and the regulatory affairs and compliance teams will focus
some of their efforts on the Financial Systems Inquiry.
The global financial crisis and recent scandals involving
the mis-selling of financial products and market
manipulation have damaged the reputation of key sectors
of the financial system. While analysing the failure of
key processes and controls to prevent such incidents,
the focus of law makers and regulators is increasingly on
behavioural drivers and motivation behind the activity –
that is, the culture of financial institutions.
Conduct risk Conduct risk is a UK concept, and is the
extent to which financial institutions need to demonstrate

the management of client interests across every part
of their business operations. While Australia does not
have an all-encompassing set of rules covering conduct
risk, new legislation and guidance captures elements of
conduct risk regulation, for example, FOFA requirements,
regulatory guidance around credit selling, and aspects
of credit legislation. It is expected that these themes
will continue to grow in terms of regulatory strategy
and focus. As the US, UK and Europe continue with
their respective enforcement action and policy agendas,
the industry will need to monitor these developments
to understand the potential impact in Australia of any
changes in the regulatory environment in these off-shore
jurisdictions.
Insider Trading 2014 is likely to see a continuation
of, or even an increase in, insider trading prosecutions as
ASIC applies new surveillance technology and encourages
increased market awareness. Publicly listed corporations
will come under increasing pressure to enhance both their
share trading policy and their policies and practices for
managing price sensitive information.
AML/CTF, sanctions Anti-money laundering programs
will continue to be in the spotlight, firstly through a broad
review of Australia’s existing AML/CTF laws and secondly,
through the assessment of the effectiveness of Australia’s
anti-money laundering regime by the Financial Action Task
Force.
Fraud/cyber-crime/ corruption & bribery Fraud and
cyber-crime are and will continue to be exploited in new
ways and directions through emerging technologies,
payment channels and business models. Australian banks,
along with government regulatory bodies, will need to
continuously assess and manage the risks and promote
confidence in the sector.
Technological change is increasingly facilitating the
threat of cyber-crime. This form of crime has indirect
impacts on consumer trust, along with direct losses.
The international nature of cyber-crime will continue
to test both government and the corporate sector’s
ability to identify and prevent it. An increasing number
of governments are cracking down on corruption and
bribery, often targeting foreign nationals operating in
or through their countries, as exemplified by the recent
prosecutions of Australian nationals in China and the
Middle East.
CFO/CRO Agenda 2014
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Cross-border complexities The global focus on
tax information exchange continues to be an equally
important theme in 2014. Governments are under
increasing fiscal pressure and the global efforts to improve
the integrity of tax systems, led by the G20, will be
pushed onto the corporate sector, especially the financial
services sector, by governments. New frameworks and
agreements for governments and regulatory bodies
to share information and intelligence are intended to
increase the ability of countries to collect tax revenue.
These agreements and attendant regulation to promote
international co-operation are also likely to increase the
regulatory complexity of cross-border business.

The bottom line
Banks should continue to leverage new data and technology to further develop an
enterprise-wide view of risk, customers and counterparties. As regulatory pressure
flows down from the largest institutions, smaller banks should consider and/or reconsider the cost and risk of serving some customers or customer segments. This
may well involve additional investment in compliance infrastructure, and a better
integration of risk management from their board governance committees. While
addressing cyber threats will be an ongoing concern in 2014, banks that pay
greater attention to risk governance and communicate effectively with regulators,
will be in a more favourable position to drive business growth.
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Raising the bar in risk management:
APRA CPS 220 (Risk Management) and
CPS 510 (Governance)
Jonathan Perkinson, Director, Financial Services
As highlighted in the previous article above, APRA has
finalised significant cross-industry risk management
and governance standards as part of its broader
harmonisation and consolidation process. The focus
of the proposed standards is to ensure that there
are designated and independent risk management
capabilities across all ADIs, life and general insurers,
along with Level 2 and proposed Level 3 conglomerates,
to ensure adequate and consistent monitoring and
management of the ‘material risks’ across the sectors.

• Internal and external processes for monitoring,
managing and attesting the adequacy of the risk
management framework capacity to address the
requirements of the proposed standard
• Board accountability to ensure a strong and robust
risk culture.

Recalibrate Risk Governance

What’s new? Although many of the proposed
requirements are already underway across the industry,
there are several key requirements that we have collated
under three broad themes below. The themes are
based on APRA’s guidance in CPG 220 and industry
observations in order for APRA regulated institutions
to determine how best to address the requirements in
line with the size, business mix and complexity of their
institution.

APRA-regulated institutions will need to:
• Establish an independent risk management function
under a designated Chief Risk Officer (CRO) or
equivalent position who is responsible for the risk
management function and reports directly to the CEO
and the Board Risk Committee (BRC)
• Ensure that the CRO is not also the CEO, CFO,
Appointed Actuary or Head of Internal Audit
• Establish the Board Risk Committee chaired by an
independent director who is not chair of the Board
to advise on the development and implementation
of risk management frameworks with the Board
Audit Committee (BAC) continuing to focus on risk
assurance matters
• Obtain Board Audit Committee endorsement to
appoint or remove external auditors and Heads of
Internal Audit.

Reshape Risk Management
Frameworks

Refocus on fit for purpose risk
settings and attestations

APRA-regulated institutions are required to implement
a designated and independent risk-management
framework that must include:
• A Board approved risk appetite statement
• A risk management strategy that, at a minimum,
addresses ‘material risks’ as defined in the proposed
standard
• A business plan with linkages to the institution’s risk
profile
• A designated risk management function that is
independent from business lines and centralised
functions (i.e. finance, operations, strategy)
• Implement risk management systems that provide for
accurate information, stress testing and appropriate
escalation of issues concerning an institution’s risk
profile to senior management and the Board

APRA requires annual attestations as to the adequacy of
an institution’s risk management framework being ‘fit for
purpose’ by the chair of the Board and the chair of the
Board Risk Committee. Additionally, APRA has extended
the annual and three-year comprehensive external risk
management review requirements that currently apply to
life and general insurers to ADIs.

The proposed standards were finalised at the start of
2014 and coupled with a draft Consolidated Prudential
Guide 220 – Risk Management (CPG 220) to be finalised
later this year. APRA regulated institutions captured
under these standards are required to meet compliance
by 1 January 2015.

CFO/CRO Agenda 2014
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The bottom line
Institutions should start to take several steps towards implementing the
requirements leading up to the 1 January 2015 effective date. These steps
may include but are not limited to:
• An assessment of the current risk management framework and risk appetite
statement against the requirements of the prudential standard. The assessment should include testing against the organisation’s desired future state
• Test the effectiveness and identify gaps in the current risk function design and
governance along with supporting processes and policies in order implement
and/or enhance the risk management framework as required
• Obtain Board approval of the Risk Appetite Statement, updated strategy and
business plan, together with updated risk related policies and procedures
• Engage and communicate changes to the Board and business (and re-train)
where necessary
• Implement stress testing and scenario analysis, including severe but plausible
assumptions, and perform a test-run or pilot to assess if enhancements are
required
• Design and implement an annual and three yearly independent risk management framework attestation program
• Establish or enhance reporting protocols to the Board to provide insights and
status of the organisation’s risk management framework, and supporting risk
culture.

Additionally, there may be potential carve-outs for
globally designed risk management frameworks for the
Australian operations of foreign institutions subject to
consultation with APRA. Any potential carve-outs will
require a foreign branch to thoroughly demonstrate how
their risk management frameworks achieve the prudential
objectives of CPS 220 and CPS 510.
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Living wills for
Australian ADIs
Karin Rathbone, Director, Governance, Risk & Compliance
One of the major themes to emerge from the global financial crisis was the need to ensure that financial institutions can
either ‘recover’ from a destabilising event, or it can be ‘resolved’ cost effectively (where recovery is not an option). This
theme is commonly referred to as ’living wills‘ of which the two components: are Recovery and Resolution (see Figure 1).
Figure 1

RECOVERY

RESOLUTION

Plan that sets out timely actions to survive crisis

Plan that sets out
actions that enable
cost-effective resolution

Strategies for raising
additional capital

Accessing liquidity

Reducing balance sheet
size or disposing of
non-core businesses

Complex data
requirements

Source: Deloitte

A pilot program was established by APRA for recovery planning for the largest ADIs in 2011. In 2013, APRA extended
the recovery planning exercise to medium-sized ADIs.

The Australian requirements for
recovery planning in Australia
The approach and findings of the 2011 pilot program in
respect of the larger Australian ADIs’ recovery planning,
provides insight into what is expected. This included, for
example, the following:
• Plans should focus on how the ADI would recover
from a severe destabilising event (as opposed to
assessing the probability of an event occurring).
Destabilising events should be assessed in terms of
their impacts on capital and funding positions, as well
as on the ADI’s share price and credit rating
• A range of stress conditions should be covered by
the plan (rather than being scenario-specific) so that
a ‘menu’ of recovery actions can be deployed in both
idiosyncratic and/or market-wide stress scenarios.
Recovery action should:
-- Focus on actions that could make a material
difference to the ADI’s capital, liquidity and funding
position
-- Cover those that add directly to the capital base
and those that reduce the need for capital by
reducing the size of the balance sheet

-- Exceed the capital and funding needed to respond
to a given scenario, and provide flexibility to select
alternative actions in any given circumstances
-- Link outcomes to recovery actions so that the
correct recovery actions can be selected within
relevant timeframes.
• Plans should also include:
-- An overview of the legal and operational business
structure
-- An analysis of the separability of core and non-core
business functions
-- Detail of non-financial actions, including a media
and communications strategy and
-- Roles and responsibilities for developing, reviewing
and activating the plan.

CFO/CRO Agenda 2014
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The menu of recovery actions and how these would be executed in terms of the exigencies at the time are core to the
plan. Recovery actions could include:

SOLVENCY

LIQUIDITY

P&L

• Buyback/ exchange debt

• Strategic funding transactions

• Cost reduction

• Additional Tier 1 or Tier 2

• Use of central bank facilities

• Income generation through

• Raise immediate short-term

e.g. increasing fees and

issuance
• Rights issue

funding

retrenchment.

• Cancel dividend

• Covered bond issuance

• Suspend non-cumulative debt

• RMBS and ABS issuance

payments
• Disposals (subsidiaries,

• Sovereign debt borrowing/
selling transactions

businesses, specific assets or

• Unwind of liquidity pool

portfolios)

• Adjust pricing to attract deposits.

• Reduce Risk Weighted Assets
• Reduction in lending and
roll-over operations
• Reduce credit and liquidity
facilities
• Parent support (for subsidiaries
only).

Practicalities of recovery planning
preparation

• Identifying impediments to recovery (e.g. trapped

Creating a realistic and achievable recovery plan is a
complex multi-dimensional exercise which needs to be
supported by a variety of competencies across the ADI.
Practical considerations include:

• Having the ability to account for complications such

Conducting an organisational mapping and
interdependency analysis
• Understanding and mapping business lines, legal
entities, geographies, operations, infrastructure,
technology, funding, capital, shared services, business
activities, and hedging agreements
• Analysing the interdependencies and relationships
between these items
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capital or separation issues with business disposals)
• Considering ex-ante actions to address impediments
as managing and booking derivative transactions,
service level agreements, intergroup guarantees and/
or funding, and portability of client monies and/or
securities.

Figure 2: Creating a framework

Indicator breach

Crisis committee

SOLVENCY

Management decisions taken
on best way forward with the
Recovery Plan

LIQUIDITY

Determine which, (if any)
options to apply

Implementation
of option

MENU OF OPTIONS

MARKET RELATED

I

TRAT
LLUS

IVE

Financial, operational and other
impacts should be considered, along
with time required to implement

The bottom line
APRA has stated that recovery planning will become a permanent component of
APRA’s supervision activities, as one of the requirements that regulated institutions must meet. Larger ADIs are expected to continue to develop their recovery
plans in the context of their normal stress testing and ICAAP processes, and
medium sized ADIs are in the process of preparing or completing their plans.
It is also noted in the Reserve Bank of Australia’s Financial Stability Review,
issued in September 2013 that the Council of Financial Regulators (comprising
of APRA, RBA, ASIC and Treasury) are currently working on further refinements
to the resolution regimes for prudentially regulated entities and financial market
infrastructures.

CFO/CRO Agenda 2014
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Managing client
money risk
Karin Rathbone, Director, Governance, Risk & Compliance
The large scale global corporate collapses from 2008
onwards have been the catalyst for regulators in many
jurisdictions to tightening client money rules and embark
on enforcement action. Domestically, ASIC has increased
its focus on client money handling practices, with
continuing enforcement activity.

What is client money risk?

are not client money.
• How is client money kept separate?
-- Compliance with client money rules can often be
more challenging when the client money account is
held with the Australian ADI that is performing the
business activity that gives rise to client money rules
having to be complied with.
• What designations and contractual arrangements are
in place around the client money account?
• Do the client contractual arrangements and disclosures

Failure to manage client money in accordance with client
money rules results in client money risk. This is the risk
that if a corporate collapses, money that does not belong
to the failed institution (i.e. client money) is co-mingled
with that of the failed institution. Clients then join the
pool of concurrent creditors in the insolvent estate and
will suffer significant losses. Given these consequences,
even prior to the global financial crisis most jurisdictions
had rules that were intended to ensure the protection of
client money.

comply with client money rules?
• How has client money risk been managed across
multiple jurisdictions?
• Are the personnel handling client money complying
with the operations manual?
• Are the client money risk controls that are in place
effective?

The bottom line
The Australian client money rules are complex and
application varies depending on the business activity
being undertaken. For example, the client money rules
when dealing with insurance products differ in many
respects to those rules that govern exchange derivatives
trading. The complexity of the rule set for client money is
further exacerbated when institutions operate in multiple
jurisdictions where there are differing client money rules
or certain activities are supported on a regional basis.

How should client money risk be
evaluated?
In order to manage client money risk, organisations
should assess and evaluate client money handling
practices in terms of both their domestic and international
operations. To that end here are some questions that
could be asked when reviewing whether client money risk
is being adequately dealt with:
• Are there controls in place to identify client money?
-- It should be noted that client money (as defined
in the rules) may not always be obvious. For
example, premium refunds from insurers that are
paid to intermediaries for onward payment to
clients would be client money, whereas fees or
commissions that may be due to the organisation,

13

While regulatory impetus and the attendant
complexities associated with client money risk are
certainly the main drivers behind organisations
embarking on client money reviews, many
organisations chose to do so as handling client
money is core to investor confidence. The global
economy remains volatile and any non-compliance
with client money rules could reduce consumer and
investor confidence in the organisation which in turn
could result in reputational damage, loss of clients,
regulatory sanction and ultimately financial loss.

AASB 13: Fair Value
Measurement
Emma Webster, Director, Assurance & Advisory - Banking Practice &
Albert Visvalingam, Principal, Treasury and Capital Markets
One of the biggest changes to the reporting requirements

The key change is moving towards what would be paid to

to come out of the International Financial Reporting

transfer a liability, rather than the price when the liability is

Standards is the introduction of IFRS 13 Fair Value

settled. The new definition is an exit price rather than an

Measurement. The Australian Accounting Standards Board

entry or settlement price.

has adopted this locally as AASB 13, which is aimed at
introducing a new definition of fair value for financial

When determining the fair value of a derivative asset,

instruments. This standard replacd the previous definition

under both standards (AASB 13 and AASB 139), an

outlined in AASB 139 financial Instruments: Recognition

entity is required to include the counterparty credit risk

and Measurement. It is aimed at redefining the way in

in the valuation, (i.e. the risk the counterparty will fail

which financial instruments are valued and disclosed

to discharge a particular obligation), on the basis that a

within the financial statements of Australian entities and is

market participant would include it when determining the

mandatory for all annual reporting periods that began on

price it would pay to acquire the asset.

or after 1 January 2013.
Correspondingly, for derivative liabilities, in practice there
AASB 13 was adopted by the Australian Accounting

has been some divergence as to whether to include

Standards Board because regulators noted that the

the entity’s own credit risk in the fair value (i.e. risk that

majority of the losses incurred by banks in the Global

the entity will fail to discharge its own obligations). As

Financial Crisis were due to the Credit Value Adjustment

a result, some entities applying Australian Accounting

(CVA) losses as opposed to the actual losses. There was

Standards prior to adopting AASB 13, did not update

also a mixed interpretation of CVA/DVA losses under AASB

derivative liability Fair Values for changes in their own

139 by IFRS reporters.

credit risk.
In the past, the fair value for changes in an entity’s own
credit risk has not been updated based on the AASB

The bottom line

139 definition of Fair Value of a financial liability which
Most of the fair value measurement disclosures under AASB 7 Financial

referred to the settlement value for determining the

Instruments: Disclosures continue to be retained under this standard; however,

fair value of a liability. It is argued that the amount at

AASB 13 has introduced a number of additional requirements, including

which an entity can settle a derivative liability with the

additional disclosure on Level 3 measurements and the entity’s policy for

counterparty is different to the amount the same liability

determining when the transfer between Levels 1 and 2 takes place.

could be transferred to another market participant. The
argument is, that taking a settlement view, the transaction
is solely with the counterparty to the liability who would

Key Changes

not consider any changes in the obligor’s credit risk when
determining the settlement amount, the counterparty

AASB 13 defines Fair Value as:

would not allow the liability to be settled for less than the

“The price that would be received to sell an asset, or paid

amount owed if the credit risk of the obligor increased.

to transfer a liability in an orderly transaction between

Counter to this, the transfer of a liability would consider

market participants at the measurement date”

all factors a market participant would in determining a
price which would include the obligors own credit risk i.e.

This definition varies from the previous definition

the borrower looks at its own credit risk the same way

under AASB 139:

as the counterparty which holds the assets looks at the

“The amount for which an asset could be exchanged or a

borrower’s credit risk.

liability settled, between willing parties in an arms’ length
transaction”.

Under the revised definition of the fair value for a
derivative liability, which is based on the notion of
CFO/CRO Agenda 2014
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transfer, the argument for not including the entity’s own
credit risk, no longer holds. The assumption under AASB
13 is also that the liability would remain outstanding

bilateral nature of derivatives i.e. can move from an
overall asset to liability, and vice versa
• LGD stands for Loss Given Default – Market

after the transfer, and the credit risk, before and after the

assumption used in the CDS is 60%, reflecting a

transfer, would remain the same.

recovery rate of 40%. However this may change
depending on various factors

As a result the relevant credit risk to consider is that of

• PD stands for Probability of Default – PD is the

the entity holding the liability, rather than the credit risk

likelihood of default over a particular time horizon. It

of another entity that might acquire the liability. The

is a subjective input into the calculation as there is a

standard states that where the other side of a liability

wide range in market practice currently observed.

is held as an asset, the FV of the liability from the
perspective of the issuer would be the same, in absolute

The CVA/DVA amount will depend on the following

amount as the FV of the asset from the perspective of the

• The mark to market at the reporting date plus

holder.

potential future exposure
• Nature of the derivative. Some derivatives are credit
intensive such as a cross currency swaps compared to

How to reflect the credit risk in the
derivative fair values?

• Tenor – the longer the tenor the higher the Probability

In determining the fair values of derivatives, it is common

• Counterparty and own default probabilities. A single

practice to derive a starting value based on the forecasted
expected cash flows, which are discounted by a risk
free rate. In order to capture the credit risk within this
valuation, it is necessary to further adjust this value by
using the following:
• Credit Value Adjustment (CVA): otherwise known
as positive CVA, is an adjustment to capture the
counterparty credit risk

a single currency interest rate swap
of Default
‘A’ rated entity may have lower probability of default
when compared to a BBB rated entity.
The approach generally applied by calculating the CVA
on the net exposure to a counterparty after reflecting
the netting in accordance with the master netting
agreement i.e. the values of derivative assets are netted
with the liabilities and any other balances with the same
counterparty in order to determine the open credit
exposure.

• Debit Value Adjustment (DVA): or negative CVA, is an
adjustment to capture the entity’s own credit risk.

There are a number of challenges being faced in
determining CVA or DVA, which is dependent on the type
of instrument, the valuation technique and the purpose of
the valuation. There are three elements to the calculation
of CVA/DVA: CVA/DVA = EPE x LGD x PD

Where such agreements exist, the CVA and DVA is
determined on a portfolio basis with that counterparty
rather than individually. AASB 13 allows for a portfolio
based CVA/ DVA calculation if certain criteria are met. This
will result in a single credit adjustment for all instruments
included in the portfolio.

Requirements of the Standard
Where:
• EPE stands for Expected Potential Exposure – Unlike
a bond, the exposure at default on a derivative is not
known since this will be the market value at a time in
the future (i.e. estimate of the potential exposure). This
input is probably the most complex to assess given the

15

This standard is mandatory for all annual reporting periods
that began on or after 1 January 2013. The standard
requires a prospective application from the beginning of
the annual reporting period of which it is first applied.
However, it does not require prior period fair values to
be restated. Disclosure requirements for comparative

information are also not required before the initial
application of the standard.
The standard is to be applied in the same manner as
a change in an accounting estimate would be, that is,
a change would be presented in the first period it is
adopted and recognised through the profit or loss (unless
hedge accounting is applied).
For derivatives in a hedge relationship, changes in the
credit risk affecting the fair value of the derivative would
be a source of hedge ineffectiveness because the change
in value would not be replicated in the hedged item.
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Bank licensing
Jong Uk Kang, Director, Financial Services

Increasing foreign bank activity
An increasing number of foreign banks are looking to open branch operations in Australia. This has been spearheaded
by Asian banks which have opened five new foreign bank branches in Australia in the last two years with more in the
pipeline. This increased focus is due to the need to support their own customers internationally, as well as look after
their customers who have or are moving to Australia. Foreign banks now account for almost $450 billion in total assets
in the Australian banking system. This figure continues to grow and most growth comes from Asian banks.
The authorisation process for foreign bank branches is detailed and complex. Below we set out some of the approaches
we have seen successful banks adopt when entering the Australian market.
Figure 3: Total Assets by ADI segment
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Foreign branch banks

Overview of banking license process and features of successful
applications
Obtaining a banking license can be challenging and take a considerable time, given the complex dependencies. Figure 4
outlines some of the key activities to undertake to help streamline the process.
Figure 4: Overview of the Foreign ADI application process

PHASE 1
Prelimnary
consultation
• To discuss the
applicant’s plans to
carry on banking
business in Australia
• To identify any
matters which might
adversely impact on the
applicant’s plan.

PHASE 2
Submission of a
draft application
• Submission of a
draft application and
relevant information
in accordance
with authorisation
guidelines.

PHASE 3
APRA’s review of
the application
• APRA’s review of the
application
• Meetings with senior
officers and other
responsible persons
• On-site prudential
reviews.

PHASE 4
Submission of
final application
• Two copies of the final
application
• Each to be signed by
two Directors of the
applicant including all
the required documents
• If any material changes
to the information
provided before has
been made, notify
APRA in writing ASAP.

PHASE 5
Final
authorisations
• APRA’s decision on
the applicant will be
notified in writing
• Authorisations are
published on APRA’s
website and in the
Government Gazette.

The bottom line
• Have a clear strategy and vision for the bank
• Have a well written business plan supported by strategy, corporate governance, Risk Management Framework and
financial statement forecasting Have an experienced project manager and project plan with well-defined scope
• Hire key positions (e.g. CRO, Risk Manager, and Compliance Officer) as early as possible. They can assist the
application process, communication and interaction with APRA and also can save costs of external consultants
• Consider language barriers especially if applicants are from non-English speaking countries. Preparing
application documents requires good written English, as well as an understanding of cultural differences
particularly when preparing and implementing policies
• Engage with a consultant who can deliver the result, and provide constructive feedback on a timely and regular basis
• Engagement with APRA is critical. The following factors often delay the authorisation process
-- An initial submission that contains incomplete or inadequate documentation
-- An unwilling entity unable to comply with APRA’s requirements (e.g. unable to raise the required level of
capital)
-- Delays in responding to APRA’s requirements and requests.
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